EUROPEAN AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY INLAND WATERWAYS (ADN)

GENEVA, 26 MAY 2000

ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSED CORRECTIONS TO THE REGULATIONS ANNEXED TO ADN

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, and with reference to depositary notification C.N.834.2009.TREATIES-7 of 19 November 2009 by which corrections were proposed to the Regulations annexed to ADN, communicates the following:

By 16 February 2010, the date on which the period specified for the notification of objections to the proposed corrections expired, no objection had been notified to the Secretary-General. Consequently, the corrections are deemed accepted.

17 February 2010

1 Refer to depositary notification C.N.834.2009.TREATIES-7 of 19 November 2009 (Proposal of corrections to the Regulations annexed to ADN).